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Color Me Run festival Vietnam 2016
Ha Noi, Vietnam

Ha Noi, Vietnam, 28.05.2016, 20:33 Time

USPA NEWS - Color Me Run is the most colorful running event in Vietnam. By joining the event, you can expect to fully experience a
5km colorful jogging, walking or running and enjoy being doused head to toe in different colors at each kilometer.

Color Me Run is the most colorful running event in Vietnam. By joining the event, you can expect to fully experience a 5km colorful
jogging, walking or running and enjoy being doused head to toe in different colors at each kilometer. It will bring to you an
unforgettable weekend by creating a festival atmosphere, from the start to the finish line of the most colorful 5km in your life.

Color Me Run 2016 is the big color invasion in order to share the colorful and happy moments to all participants in HCMC ““ DA NANG
““ HA NOI, Vietnam.

To Color Me Run, happiness is meant to be spread and there is no place more perfect to share your happy moments with your beloved
ones than COLOR ME RUN, where the fun never stops and the laughter always fills the air. No matter who you are, where you from.
The message will be launched with aiming to bring people closer together, enjoy wonderful moments, share happy smiles and spread
colorful energy all over Vietnam.

This year, the theme of this festival is IMAGINA. Imagina - Imagination is a special thing that you cannot buy or trade. It colors your life,
builds up your dream, opens your mind and gives you more confident. No matter how old you are, where you come from or gender you
are, at La Vie Color Me Run YOU CAN BE ANY ONE.

La Vie Color Me Run 2016 is open to everyone, come and be whatever and whoever you want. You can be a spiderman, a Dead
Mouse,... Just imagine and join the event with your own imagination.

Ho Chi Minh city hosted Color Me Run 2016 at April 16, 2016. Today (May 28), it's Hanoi city and Danang city will host it at June 25,
2016.

Come, join and IMAGINA!!!
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